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LOW CLEARANCE.

HIGH PERFORMANCE.

BIG VALUE.

For unmatched comfort, simplicity and visibility—all built around a focus on value—you
can’t beat a New Holland WORKMASTER™ 95, 105 and 120 tractor, like the Poultry
House Special. Featuring a low-profile ROPS platform and the option of ultra-low-profile
500/60-22.5 R12 rear tires, these 78- to 100-PTO-hp tractors let you easily clear and
move around low poultry houses to clean, crust, remove litter and more. They also include
an engine-reversing fan standard. Flip a switch and it blows feathers off the grill, reducing
the number of times you have to get off the tractor to clean the hood screens.
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FIELD NOTES

So, what does your tractor do?
When you think of a tractor, what comes to mind?
Most people envision a farmer working in the field
with a tractor powering implements to till, plant
and harvest. While essential on the farm, they do so
much more. Although they wouldn’t be considered
traditional farmers, the New Holland customers
profiled in this issue of Acres rely on their tractors
just the same.
In a roundabout way, Kenny Finley’s tractor helped
him launch a thriving business. Kenny was headed
out to clear some brush, carrying a chain saw in the
bucket of his tractor. When the chain saw bounced
out of the bucket, he accidentally ran over it. That
Aimee Culbert, Editor,
sparked his invention of the SawHaul, the first chain
New Holland, North America
saw carrier designed for mobile equipment. Today,
this carrier is sold worldwide.
Rich Dingee operates a booming landscape business, not far from New York
City. He and his crew deliver landscaping and hardscaping services to both
commercial and residential customers. And as if putting in 75-hour weeks
isn’t enough, Rich comes home to work on the small farm and roadside stand
he operates with his wife, Diana. His tractors are in operation year-round in
his landscape business and on his farm.
Sanctuary Serengeti is home to wild animals — from antelopes to
zebras — who freely roam the grassy plains and rolling hills of a 102-acre
animal sanctuary in Texas. The Schomberg family operates this wildlife preserve
and drive-through safari and depends on their tractor to haul feed to the more
than 300 animals they care for.
No matter what you rely on your tractor to do, you can always count on
New Holland and your New Holland dealer for expert service and advice.
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Stay Connected!
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SUCCESS!

Fall tourist site draws 20,000+ visitors a year.

J

ay Fischer’s childhood project of
growing pumpkins has grown
beyond his wildest dreams. Today,
Jay and his wife Kim and daughter Jena
host thousands of visitors to their farm
every fall to enjoy a pumpkin patch, corn
maze, and many other family activities.
Neither of them ever envisioned
pumpkins could turn their row crop
farm, located in North Jefferson City,
Missouri, into a successful agritourism
destination. But the 20,000+ visitors
each fall are a testament to their success.

Modest beginnings
Jay was 10 years old when he began
growing pumpkins with his grandpa to
earn spending money. When he started
farming on his own after high school, he
continued planting pumpkins and sold
them to local grocery stores.
In 1997 after Jena was born, Kim
suggested selling pumpkins directly to
customers from their farm. She wanted
to advertise and sell the pumpkins from
a wagon in their front yard. While Jay
doubted it would work, he agreed to try.

“Long story short, we learned people
liked to come out to the farm,” he said.
“And because people could see the
pumpkins in the field, they wanted to
pick their own. They took their kids out
to the field and enjoyed it as a photo
opportunity with the Missouri state
capitol building in the background and
the fall leaves changing color on the
Missouri River bluffs.
“I’m thinking this is pretty neat
because we don’t even have to pick the
pumpkins!” he added.
Continued…
newholland.com
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Drawing new visitors
They started small and were only
open on fall weekends. But as customer
numbers increased, they added hours
and new activities every year starting
with hayrides.
The biggest addition came in 2000
when they introduced a corn maze.
“We gave it a whirl, and everything
has just blossomed from there,” Jay
exclaimed.
The 10-acre corn maze and 40-acre
pumpkin patch are the big draws of the
farm. But the couple has invested in
many other activities and merchandise
over the years to keep people coming
back. For example, they added an apple
and peach orchard, a zipline and swings,
and a store for Missouri-made products.
They also have another popular
attraction: farm animals including two
Clydesdale horses, goats, rabbits, baby
chicks and baby pigs, which are not all
owned by the Fischers.
“We also feature a lot of fall favorites like
apple butter, jelly, kettle corn and honey
ice cream,” Kim said. “And we have a local
beekeeper who keeps his hives on our farm
and we sell his honey in our store.”
The farm is open to the public Friday
evening, Saturday, and Sunday. The season
typically starts the last week of September
and ends the first week of November.
During the day, from Monday to
Friday, Kim leads field trips for schools

A hayride through the pumpkin patch is just one of the popular attractions at Fischer Farms. Each year, the
Fischer Farm’s corn maze is designed to celebrate some aspect of their home state of Missouri. In 2021, the
design commemorated the state’s bicentennial.

of all types. In the evenings, she hosts
private events for special groups,
churches, and colleges. These events
often include hayrides and wiener roasts.

Corn maze designs
The Fischers produce a unique corn
maze with some connection to Missouri
every year. One year they used a St. Louis
Cardinals theme and another year they

Jena Fischer shows off the Clydesdales who make their home on Fischer Farms.
Other farm animals are also on display to delight visitors.
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paid homage to the 200th anniversary
of the Lewis & Clark Expedition. The
Fischer farm is only a half mile from the
Missouri River, which Lewis and Clark
followed for their historic expedition.
In 2019, when Jefferson City was
struck by a tornado and two days
later Fischer farms was flooded by the
Missouri River, the maze featured a boat
and tornado. This was the Fischers’ most
difficult year with floodwaters on their
farm for 61 days. They were able to plant
the corn maze and pumpkins on higher
ground and still opened to the public
that fall.
Every year when the Fischers decide
what they want for the corn maze theme,
they work with a professional corn maze
design firm to create and lay out the
design in the field.
The maze starts with Jay planting
the field in one direction and again in
a different direction, so it looks like a
checkerboard with 30-inch squares.
When the corn is one foot tall, the design

FISCHER

FARMS

firm comes to the farm and marks the
design with flags and orange paint.
“Then the maze company folks walk
the corn with chemical backpacks to
spray and kill the corn that is painted,”
Jay said. “When the rest of the corn grows
and tassels, you have your design.”

Agritourism adds diversity
Looking back, Jay says diversifying
their crop farm with the pumpkin patch
and corn maze helped them survive
some tight row-crop years, especially
through the 1990s and 2000s.
“It’s always very good to be diversified,”
Jay added. “This was an added value
thing that enabled us to keep farming.”
He further diversifies with 30 acres
of watermelons and a couple acres of
cantaloupes. These are sold directly to
local grocery stores and from the farm.
“It’s amazing how far people will
come to buy a watermelon,” Jay said.

In addition to the corn maze and pumpkin patch,
Fischer Farms is also a working cash crop farm.

“We have people who drive 50-60 miles
to buy watermelon from us.”
“We put it on Facebook that we have
melons and use an honesty box for
payments,” Kim added.
The Fischers need extra help for their
fall venture. They hire about 20 people,
usually family members, to help during
the season. Otherwise, Jay has one fulltime and dedicated employee, Brody,
who is always willing to help with

everything. In addition, he has two parttime employees who work with the crop
operation when they are available.
Jay is active in the Missouri Corn
Growers and served as their president
in 2021. He credits the organization for
helping promote the corn maze as well
as other corn products.
“The good Lord has blessed us really
well with so many people who want to
come to our farm,” Jay added. “I never
would have dreamt in 100 years that this
would go so well.”
WHO: Fischer Farms
WHERE: Jefferson City, Missouri
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT:
13 tractors, Guardian™ sprayer,
CR combines, haytools
DEALERS: Davis Farm Supply,
Perryville, Missouri & Henderson
Implement Co., Fulton, Missouri
Photos courtesy of Fischer Farms.

TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL PUMPKIN PATCH
After spending 25 years in
the agritourism business, the
Fischers offer a few tips for
others interested in starting a
venture on their own farm.
Jay and Kim Fischer with daughter, Jena.

LOCATION.

“Location is very, very important,” Jay emphasized. “It’s
best to be close to a large suburban area. You don’t need to be on the
edge of town, but within 20 miles of a larger urban area and along a welltraveled highway.”

START SMALL. “You don’t have to invest a huge amount of money,”
he said. “As you make money, put a certain amount back in to keep
people coming back.” The investment spent over time can become
substantial. “If we spend $15,000 to do one thing a year and do that for
20 years, the investment is pretty huge,” he added. “But if you don’t keep
investing to grow, there’s competition. When we started, we were only
one of two pumpkin farms in a 100-mile radius of our house. Now we
have several. There’s getting to be more agritourism all the time.”
WILLING TO WORK. “It’s a lot of work and it’s all year,” Kim said.
“You have to be able to invest the time.” Planning, planting and all
the other chores related to crops, animals, buildings, and upkeep are
necessary. Then there’s all the work related to handling thousands of
visitors on the site. And once the season starts, work starts at
daylight and goes to long after dark, Jay added.

newholland.com
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The Gold

Standard
in Grape

Harvesting
Get your Braud ® grape harvester ready
for a winning season with these key
maintenance tips.

N

ew Holland Braud ® grape harvesters are known by
many of the world’s top vineyards to deliver excellence
in grape harvesting. The machines have been designed for
optimal productivity, minimal ground losses, and maximum
preservation of fruit integrity and wine quality.
Industry-exclusive features such as the patented Shaking
Dynamic Control system with flexible shaking rods and Noria
collection systems are gentle on fruit and vines, ensuring the
crop is carefully harvested to provide premium quality grapes.
The grape harvesting window is short, and each hour
of uptime is critical for grape producers. Servicing and
maintaining key wear parts, maximizing engine performance,
and trusting your local New Holland dealer for inspections and
parts are key to a successful harvest.

Servicing made simple
With powerful yet fuel-efficient engines, Braud highcapacity models are built for performance in the vineyard,
featuring long service intervals and easy-to-access service
points. These harvesters were designed with servicing areas
in mind, including the ability to check or replace engine oil and
engine air filters from the ground. Plus, cleaning the machine
is simple with a water supply valve, hose and washing buttons
conveniently located on a platform near the cab. An optional
remote to wirelessly control the machine wash from the
platform or ground is also available.

Maintain with genuine parts
Trust only the highest quality parts and maintenance from
your New Holland dealer with your Braud grape harvester
investment. Using genuine OEM parts from your New Holland
8
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dealer ensures you are only using components engineered and
designed specifically for your machine.
The shaker rods, Noria collection baskets and Noria clips
on a Braud grape harvester endure a significant amount of
stress during collection and may require repair or replacement
from time to time. New Holland shaker rods are designed with
dynamic deformation to tolerate up to 500 strikes per minute
without damaging the vine or fruit. Even during intensive
friction and impact, genuine shaker rods have high resistance
to shock and wear.
Noria collection baskets and basket clips are robust enough
to support the weight of the grape, yet flexible enough to
avoid fruit loss and adapt their shape around obstacles to
protect from tears. Plus, the baskets are resistant to damaging
conditions, such as light, temperature, moisture, juice, and
dust. The basket clips protect the vessel by breaking under
a predefined load to ensure fewer torn baskets. Clips do not
require special tools to replace, reducing downtime when the
crop is at its prime.

Keep your engine in peak performance
New Holland Braud grape harvesters have outputs of up to
182 horsepower in high-capacity models. To keep their FPT
common rail electronic engines delivering more power and
torque while being highly fuel efficient, proper maintenance
is key. Engines in the Braud grape harvester are designed
to minimize maintenance time and costs, with service
recommended for most models every 600 operating hours.
Combining New Holland Engine Oil and genuine engine oil
filters protects the engine of your Braud grape harvester against
high temperatures and pressures, maximizes engine life, and
extends service intervals.

Get a top-down inspection with your dealer
No one knows your Braud grape harvester better than your
New Holland dealer. In a pre-harvest inspection, your dealer
will check fluids, filters, wear parts, precision systems and more
to ensure you are harvest ready.

SmartSteer™ in Action

at Vineyard Technology Field Day
GRAPE GROWERS HAD AN EXCITING
OPPORTUNITY to learn how putting
precision viticulture technologies into
practice could improve their business
during a field day sponsored by the
American Society for Enology and
Viticulture (ASEV) and the National
Grape Research Alliance (NGRA).
The intensive one-day event focused
on precision viticulture technology
advancements that early adopters are
implementing in their vineyards.
The event was designed to help
growers understand and adopt
precision farming advances. More than
150 participants toured viticulture
operations in California’s Salinas
Valley to watch cutting-edge precision
technology — including New Holland’s
Braud® grape harvester with SmartSteer™
auto-guidance technology — in action
during in-field demonstrations.

SmartSteer™ technology
New Holland’s SmartSteer system is an
integrated and assisted guidance system
that drives the grape harvester in a
trellised vineyard. A 3-D camera scans the
row approximately 30 feet ahead of the
harvester and automatically steers and
positions it for precision. In harvesting

mode, the harvesting head angle sensor
checks the guidance quality and corrects
it as needed.
The SmartSteer system centers the
harvester over the crop canopy for higher
picking efficiency and lower maintenance
while increasing operator comfort over
long hours. An assistant integrated in
the IntelliView™ IV monitor allows
easy SmartSteer setting and adjustment
to conditions, calibrating the machine
based on canopy dimensions and the
amount of vegetation.
The result? Less operator stress and
increased harvesting efficiency.

 The operator can engage the SmartSteer™ system
to automatically steer the grape harvester and can take
back manual control whenever desired. The system
disengages at the end of the row or if a vineyard anomaly
is detected.

Watch an animation
of the Braud® grape
harvester in action.
bit.ly/Braud3D

newholland.com
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Eureka
Moment
LEADS TO A NEW
BUSINESS VENTURE
Inventor of SawHaul creates the first
chain saw carrier for mobile equipment.

Bumping into
a new business
Entrepreneurs use the term “bump” to
describe a business setback – a problem
with a bank or maybe a design rework.
But for Kenny, the bump he hit that day
was the beginning of a new business:
GearHaul universal mounting solutions.
“When you’re on a tractor, there’s no
place to put a chain saw,” he explains.
“Like most guys I just put it in the bucket,
but lo and behold it bounced out and I
ran over it. I knew I wasn’t the only
knucklehead who had done this.”
Kenny bounced back. He knew he
needed a chain saw caddy. “I looked all
over and made some calls but I couldn’t
find one on the market,” he says. So
he invented the SawHaul: “The first
universal chain saw carrier for any mobile
equipment in the world.”
To help him design the new tool,
Kenny turned to his cousin, a high school
teacher who uses a 3D printer in class.
His students designed the first SawHaul
prototype as a class project. When other
people saw what Kenny had invented,
they wanted one, too.
Today the carrier is sold worldwide.

The great
American Dream

Kenny Finley, inventor of the SawHaul
chain saw carrier for mobile equipment.

or Kenny Finley, the day he ran over the
commercial chain saw his wife Shannon
had purchased for his birthday turned
out to be one of those eureka moments.
Kenny was busy that day cutting
hedge fence posts to supplement the
family’s income so Shannon could go
back to college and pursue her dream of
teaching. To support the additional work
he’d taken on, Shannon had saved up
and presented him with a powerful new
10
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commercial chain saw for his birthday
that year.
Then, a few weeks later, he accidentally
ran over it with his tractor. “Talk about
not wanting to come home that night!”
he laughs.
But it got him thinking: “I knew then
and there that I wasn’t the only one
with this problem,” he recalls. “There
was nowhere to carry my saw besides
the bucket.”

New Holland has been at the center of
Kenny’s personal and professional life
for over two decades. It all began with
an idea to own a piece of the American
Dream. Kenny purchased his first TC30
compact tractor in 2001, when he and
Shannon purchased 80 acres outside of
Chanute, Kansas.
“The land was undeveloped so we
had to start from scratch,” he says. “We
basically bought a bean field and built a
house. We needed a tractor to help with
the construction and the farm chores, so
we bought a TC30.”
Ten years later, Kenny started cutting
hedge posts when he realized how much
money was in it. He teamed up with a
neighbor, who had been cutting hedge

KENNY FINLEY–SAWHAUL
posts for a long time, and his TC30 took
on some additional heavy-duty tasks.
The hedge posts they cut come from
native Osage orange trees, which can
reach 60 to 80 feet in height. They’re
incredibly strong and durable, and
in southeast Kansas, “they grow like
weeds so nobody minds if you cut
them down,” he says. “There are a
lot of farmers who just let you go in
and remove them if you ask politely,
respect their wishes, pick up after
yourself, and don’t leave a big mess
of brush behind for them to have to
clean up.
“It’s all about neighbors helping
neighbors: you help them take care
of their land by clearing the pasture for
their cattle, and they take care of you by
letting you cut firewood and fence posts,”
he says. “We give the farmers a bunch of
turkeys and hams around the holidays
as a thank you.”
To keep up with the extra work,
he upgraded to a Boomer™ 50
utility tractor a few years later
and continued to rely on a variety
of attachments, including a box
blade, bush hog, bucket, post hole
digger, and a pallet fork.

A booming
new business
Today, he uses his Boomer 50 in
a variety of daily tasks associated
with his primary business: GearHaul
Universal Mounting Solutions, which
makes the SawHaul and other equipment
accessories.
“We started out in our garage, quickly
outgrew it, then built a 4,000 sq. ft.
facility on our property that we’ve now
outgrown. That’s where we assemble and
ship our products today,” he says. “We’ve
grown from a family operation out of our
garage to a multinational corporation
with six employees. Our products are
sold in 36 different countries and we’ll
soon be opening up our new distribution
facility in Canada.”
Continued…
newholland.com
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CNH Industrial America LLC recommends the use of a FOPS when a tractor is equipped with a loader attachment.

His New Holland Boomer has kept
pace. “It’s never needed repair work,”
he says. “We use it for everything,
from loading and unloading all of our
semi-trucks of inventory coming in and
going out, to gardening, maintaining
driveways, building construction, snow
removal, even parades.”
Locally sourced manufacturing is a
point of pride for Kenny. The metal
mounting bracket is made by B&W
Trailer Hitches in Humboldt, Kansas,
a 15-minute drive north from Chanute.
Neodesha Plastics in nearby Neodesha,
Kansas, about 20 minutes south of
Chanute, produces the scabbard. And the
new Snap-Lok system is made by Youngs
Welding in Chanute.
“Heck, even our nuts and bolts come
from our local hardware store. Because
we are locally made we infuse money back
into our local economy,” says Kenny, who
takes great pride in trying to give back to
the community. He recently appeared in
a commercial for a local bank, and was
featured by the state of Kansas as being
one of the 16 “Coolest Things Made in
Kansas” for two years in a row.
This past spring, Kenny and his team
attended the National Hardware Show
where Chip Wade, the HGTV and “Fox and
Friends” regular, picked out the SawHaul
as one of only five products that were
“Chip’s Picks” of must haves out of more
than 100,000 other products at the show.

"We use it for everything"
New product development and brick
and mortar retail sales top Kenny’s list
of priorities for the future. “We do a
phenomenal job on the e-commerce side
of things, but there is also just something
about walking into a dealership and
being able to buy something from your
friends and neighbors and knowing you
are supporting them,” says Kenny.
“We’re also looking to change the
industry yet again with new products
coming out,” he adds. “One new product
features a modular system for mounting
a base unit for any piece of equipment.
You can plug and play with our new
Snap-Lok Technology, which allows for
the mounting of whatever equipment

you are going to need for the day, on the
particular machine you are going to use
for the day.”
Kenny notes that the new mounting
system will be for various accessories:
toolbox, chain saw, chain boxes, oil and gas
carriers, string trimmers, pole saws, etc.
“We also have a fully enclosed CallHaul
cell carrier coming out that will allow
the phone to be protected, yet visible,
so you don’t have to stop what you are
doing when someone calls,” he says. “Just
look up, see if it’s important, and answer
if needed. No more standing up on the
tractor or inside the skid steer trying to
get to your phone in your pocket before
they hang up. It will only be a reach away.”
Best of all, Shannon has achieved her
goal and is now teaching 4th grade at
Chanute Elementary School.
WHO: Kenny Finley
WHERE: Chanute, Kansas
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT:
Boomer™ 50 tractor and various
attachments
DEALER: R & F Farm Supply, Inc.,
Erie, Kansas
Kenny Finley with his wife, Shannon,
and daughter, Addie.
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BEYOND
PERFORMANCE
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New York landscaper passionate
about his business and his tractors.
ooking back almost 30 years to Rich Dingee’s “accidental”
entry into the landscape business, it seems fitting
that he owes it to his purchase of an old two-cylinder
New Holland tractor and York landscape rake. Once the
grounds work bug bit him, there was no turning back.
A self-proclaimed workaholic, Dingee is known as a
hardworking man and a well-respected boss. He always
takes time to listen to his clients’ needs and offer suggestions
for their designs. He and his crew arrive at residential and
commercial sites in matching red t-shirts, in spit-shined and
well-maintained equipment.

“We’re the Marine Corps (of landscapers),” Rich says. “We
get in, we get out, and everything’s broom swept and picked
up before we leave. Our guys really care about what we do.”
His workforce numbers between four and nine
employees, depending on the season. Dingee rewards great
performance with high wages, overtime, paid holidays, and
Christmas bonuses.
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Rich Dingee shared this photo in memory of
his daughter Madison, who said there was no
happier place for her than on her daddy’s tractors.
Tragically, Madison passed away in 2021, just one
week shy of her 17th birthday.

Madison Dingee
Dingee’s Landscape Materials in
Dutchess County, not far from New
York City and near the borders of Connecticut and
Massachusetts, has grown steadily since 1995, continually
broadening its services. He’s truly a “hands-on” guy, working
with his team to do site work such as rough and finish grading,
engineered drainage, and erosion control.
As a consultant for both commercial and residential
communities, he designs and delivers a big-picture plan
for many types of services: estate planting, hydro-seeding,
installation of artificial turf, brush hogging, hardscape
layouts, outdoor living, fill dirt, light excavation, rough or
final grading, land clearing, decorative rock installation,
park design, playground design, pool planting design, and
entry sign design. In the winter, Dingee plows snow with his
hardworking New Holland tractors.
Necessarily, his equipment line of mostly compact tractors,
various implements and accessories has expanded, as well.

A fleet of blue tractors is at the heart
of Rich Dingee’s landscape business.

RICH DINGEE LANDSCAPE MATERIALS
“I’m true blue,” he says. “The New Holland tractors
are bulletproof; I’ve seldom had a problem in all my
years of business.”
This entrepreneur transformed an old dairy loafing
barn on his 24-acre farm into a machinery shop where
he does all routine maintenance such as greasing, oil
and filter changes, wash-up, and buff-up.
“I work ’em hard,” he admits, “but I keep the
hours down by not letting them idle too long. For
sure, my two main tractors make it possible for this
Rich Dingee
o
business to gross $1 million per year.”
& Diana Romer
It pleases Dingee to know that he’s built his
business by word of mouth. “He’s loved by his customers,” says
wife Diana Romero, who does billing, bookwork and banking
for Dingee, and maintains a website graced by her stunning
photographs.

Dingee keeps his pricing mid-range and stays competitive
in the landscape market by buying plants and trees direct,
holding them in his own nursery. This is no small venture — he
and his crew plant more than 1,000 trees every year. His vast
experience from decades of knowing what customers like and
what grows well in his region informs the purchases.
“When designing, I study the topography and ask my
customers what they envision on their land,” he explains.
“I also ask important questions such as ‘Do they want wild
or manicured? Do they need deer-resistant plants?’ We put
in a lot of flowering crabapple, forsythia, plum, red sugar
maple, boxwood, ornamental grass, and perennials that keep
on blooming like hydrangeas, Knock Out roses, and blackeyed Susans.”
Another unique feature of Landscape Materials is that
the team works as hard for a single homeowner as it does
for a commercial development populated with hundreds of
homes or apartments. “Sixty percent of our business is return
business,” Dingee says. Achieving customer satisfaction means
meeting their unique needs, maximizing their budgets and
installing landscaping that they can enjoy and easily maintain.

And as if putting in 75-hour weeks isn’t enough, Dingee
comes home to his farm to do more work, says Romero. “He’s
always feeding my dreams,” she says. “He cares for all our
animals: pigs, meat chickens, sheep and goats, 60 laying hens,
and turkeys.” A friend collaborates with them to raise their
black Angus beef. All are destined for marketing through their
new farm stand.
Romero and Dingee created Ruby Hill Farm in Clinton
Corners, New York, in 2018, managed by Romero. The

The Landscape Materials crew executes designs for residential and commercial
customers. They install over 1,000 trees every year.

COVID-19 pandemic put it on the map because many Fortune
500 companies rented homes and Airbnbs in the area for their
suddenly work-at-home employees. “They were told not to
leave the house, so I started making deliveries,” says Romero.
“Every 10 days or so, I’d drop off our meat, eggs, maple syrup,
local honey and other food staples.” The duo offers food
products that are pasture-raised, free-range, non-GMO,
organically grown, and locally produced.
Also available at the farm stand in season are locally grown
berries and tree fruits, as well as produce and herbs. Veggies
from their own garden fill out the offerings.
In time, as weekenders began venturing out of the cities
again, Romero and Dingee developed a petting zoo around
their farm stand. “The sheep and goats are as friendly as
dogs,” Romero says. “We love seeing the smiles on our visitors’
faces — it makes all the hard work worthwhile.”
“It’s all about going to work every day and doing the right
thing,” Dingee adds. “That and having the right support and
equipment to bring this old farm back to its glory days.”
WHO: Rich Dingee Landscape Materials
WHERE: Clinton Corners, New York
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT: Boomer™ 54D, T4.75,
T2420 and TC Series tractors, C332 compact track loader
DEALER: Pine Plains Tractor & Equipment, Pine Plains,
New York
rdlandscapematerials.com |

Photos courtesy of Diana Romero.
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A Place to Roam
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Wild &
Sanctuary Serengeti creates animal
habitat to educate future generations.

A

t Sanctuary Serengeti in La
Grange, Texas, hope for the
future happens one animal at a time.
“Our main goal is to create and preserve
habitat for these animals,” said Chuck
Schomburg, founder and owner/operator
of Sanctuary Serengeti.
L o c a te d b e twe e n Au s t i n a n d
Houston, the sanctuary encompasses
102 acres and is home to more than
300 wild animals — from antelopes to
zebras — all of whom freely roam the
grassy plains and rolling hills of their
territory. It’s important to Schomburg
that the animals are not caged or kept in
zoo-like enclosures, but that they live in
a natural habitat, with enough roaming
land to address their need for freedom.

The vast Texas plains are akin to the
home environment of many of the
sanctuary’s inhabitants, making the area
a good fit for the animals.
“Our plains are somewhat similar to
the flat, grassy areas,” Schomburg said.
“The trees aren’t the same as they would
see in their native lands, but it’s the wide,
open spaces that are most important.”
Spacious habitat for each species is
the key, with the aim of the sanctuary
to ensure the preservation of adequate
living space for all. “We didn’t want
cages; we wanted free-range, and we
want to take care of the animals,”
Schomburg said.
An animal lover since childhood,
Schomburg created Sanctuary Serengeti
as a drive-through safari so people could
see the animals up-close and get a better
understanding of their needs for the
future. The public is invited to visit, and
over the course of a weekend, hundreds
of folks come to Sanctuary Serengeti to
see animals roaming the grassy plains.
Visitors pay an admission fee to help
offset costs.
“Here, we’re just looking for a way to let
people see the animals they’d never get
The Schomburgs’ tractor is in use daily, hauling feed,
moving feeding stations, or ferrying a wagon load of
visitors through the drive-through safari.
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to see, including various species of exotic
animals,” Schomburg said. “Seeing the
animals brings joy to people. People might
go in grumpy, but they come out happy.”
Schomburg feels it’s important for
people to not only see these animals,
but to learn about them, and hopefully
develop a desire to protect them.

A new home
The animals of the sanctuary arrive
at their new home from different
backgrounds and for varied reasons.
Sometimes, an exotic animal bought as
a pet turns out to be bigger and wilder
than expected, so that animal will need
a new home.
“There are always animals that people
can’t take care of,” Schomburg said. “We
take in unwanted animals.”
While many of the animals are rescues,
the primary mission of the sanctuary is
to educate people on the importance
of preserving habitat for animals in
the future.
Growing up on a farm, Schomburg
shared his childhood with pets and
farm animals. That early proximity
to four-legged creatures gave the
Texas native a special place in
his heart for all animals, with
a lifelong mission to speak up
for those who have no words.
The first residents of the
sanctuary were exotic deer, like
fallow deer and axis deer.
Now, they’ve been joined by kangaroos,
camels, lemurs, wildebeests, coatimundi

SANCTUARY SERENGETI
Chuck Schomberg, his wife Tara, daughter Caitlyn, son
Tyler and John Bole are all involved in caring for the
animals at Sanctuary Serengeti.

(a type of South American raccoon),
nyala (a type of deer from South Africa),
and native species such as sheep, goats,
pheasants, peacocks, and pot-bellied pigs.
Most folks drive through the sanctuary in
their own vehicles and can throw feed they
receive from the sanctuary to the grazers,
encouraging the animals to get closer.
“ The feed is 3/8-inch pellets,
formulated from our own blend and
nutritious for all the animals,”
Schomburg said. “They just toss
it on the ground.” Hand-feeding
is discouraged, as it could cause
hand-biting, he explained.
On occasion, Schomburg uses
an open wagon to ferry groups of
guests, pulled by his New Holland
WORKMASTER™ 75 tractor. The

tractor is on duty all the time, from
putting hay out for the animals to using
pallet forks to move feed stations. “We
use it for everything you use a tractor
for,” he said.

A family affair

“My dad would bring home dairy calves
that needed to be bottle-raised,” he said.
“We always had animals at our house
and people always wanted to come and
see them.”
The entire Schomburg family is
involved in the Serengeti mission,
including Schomburg’s wife, Tara, and
their children. Each animal is cared for,
and cared about, at the sanctuary. “We
all work full-time jobs, but every evening
we’re there,” Schomburg said.
“We keep special-needs animals in
our home, mostly babies that need to be
bottle-fed,” he added. Schomburg’s wife,
Tara, oversees the bottle babies.
Continued…

Caring for animals is a trait he learned
from his dad, Schomburg said, a passion
that became a lifelong habit.

newholland.com
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SANCTUARY SERENGETI
A compact track loader helps with the heavy work in
creating habitat for the animals at Sanctuary Serengeti.

Animals that have injuries stay under
surveillance in the Schomburg home, too,
but may eventually return home when
healed. The sanctuary staff also includes
a veterinarian who’s on call 24/7.
Sanctuary personnel follow USDA
regulations regarding the care and
treatment of the animals.
Because lemurs are primates, staff
adhere to the regulations of the USDA’s
enrichment program for non-human
primates, which addresses the
intellectual needs of the lemurs by using
games to stimulate their senses.
Introducing new objects and different
foods to the lemurs are ways to engage
them. One gambit involves placing an
object in a hole covered by leaves to
encourage their curiosity. “It’s interesting
to see who goes there first, to see who the
leader is,” Schomburg said.
Physical shelters are also in place for
the inhabitants of the sanctuary. When
the temperature falls below 42°F, a
heater turns on in the lemurs’ house,
for example.
During the unexpected freeze of
the winter of 2021, all staff was “on
deck”around the clock, maintaining heat
and shelter for all the sanctuary animals.
“We were out there from sunup ’til
sundown and feeding them all the time
to keep up their body heat; we pumped
them full of protein,” Schomburg stated.
“We did not lose one animal.”
18
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Big cats coming soon
Schomburg and staff are excited about
some new residents of the sanctuary:
three of the big cat species.
Leopards, cougars, and several cats
will be coming to their new home soon,
and these carnivores will add a new
dimension to the sanctuary, which is
now populated primarily by grazers.
“We’re preparing for the big cats, and
this is a major program, involving a lot
of land,” Schomburg said.
The big cats will have a stronger
enclosure than the grazing animals
for safety’s sake but will still have
plenty of room to roam. They will also
need special enrichment programs,
much like the lemurs, to address their
intellectual needs.

The future
Schomburg stressed that the future of
many species will be in the hands of the
children who come to look at them with
wonder now.
“With the kids growing up, it’s
important that the more awareness we
can raise for the next generation, maybe
they will want to help, too,” he said. To
that end, Schomburg isn’t finished by
creating a sanctuary; he
has more plans in the
works to help wildlife.
The Serengeti Wildlife
Foundation, still in its

planning stages, is also engineered to
help preserve existing habitat.
The basis of the foundation will
involve corporate sponsors contributing
financially, with funds going to
foundations — including those in other
countries — that protect animal habitat.
“The foundation will preserve habitat
in different countries,” Schomburg said.
With the help of corporate sponsors,
funds can be earmarked for animal
conservation organizations already
in place in other countries to further
their mission.
“We need to try to save species that
may be in danger of going extinct,”
Schomburg said. “It’s something we
want to do, and we all can try to help
save species. I feel this can be done.
“Will we make a difference? This is
something that we must try to do. There’s
so much to be done and so little time.”
sanctuaryserengeti.com

Photos courtesy of Sanctuary Serengeti.

WHO: Sanctuary Serengeti
WHERE: La Grange, Texas
NEW HOLLAND EQUIPMENT:
WORKMASTER™ 75 tractor &
C337 skid steer loader
DEALER: Kleiber Tractor and
Equipment, La Grange, Texas

A Forklift for
Specialty Crop Producers

NEWS

D

esigned for use in vineyards, orchards and other fruit
and vegetable applications, New Holland’s F50C rough
terrain forklift has been designed with unique specifications
for use in specialty crop operations. Keeping specialty crop
producers in mind, the F50C has features organized around
two main objectives: ease of operation and overall efficiency.

Improved operating experience
The F50C is equipped with an automatic load control system
for rough terrain forklifts. This feature provides on-the-go mast
cushioning to stabilize the mast under load, allowing operators
to work efficiently and safely over any terrain without fear of
material loss.
A key byproduct of load control provides a more comfortable
operating experience by reducing shock from the mast.
Operators will appreciate the additional stability while
transporting and loading materials. A 12-foot mast and 5,000lb. lift capacity is standard.
New Holland also offers an integrated hydraulic produce
bin clamp. This simple solution allows the operator to carry
multiple produce bins safely in a single pass, which is especially
valuable when harvesting time-sensitive crops.

Fuel and maintenance efficiency
New Holland has partnered with FPT Industrial to power the
F50C with the proven F34 3.4-liter diesel engine. Delivering 74
HP without using DEF or diesel particulate filters (DPF), the
F34 is a workhorse engine with 600-hour service intervals and
regeneration. Together, this engine and after-treatment system
package ensures operators can work uninterrupted and save
time and resources on routine maintenance, while retaining
the power needed to lift and haul materials as expected.
Keeping in mind the variable terrain in specialty operations,
4WD, a 4x4 power shuttle transmission and differential lock are
standard on all F50C forklifts. These features, plus its 10-inch
ground clearance, high-clearance counterweight,
LED lighting package and crop shields, all help
operators navigate varying terrain and
protect valuable crops with ease.
“We wanted to simplify the maintenance
required for the F50C, and we did just that. Our
goal is to keep it running to reduce shop time
and downtime spent on maintenance,” said
Tyler Mills, director of New Holland
Construction, North America.
newholland.com
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Hit the Fields in
Peak Performance.
Make sure your equipment is ready to power through the season ahead with a comprehensive inspection
from your New Holland dealer. These inspections are performed by certified New Holland technicians who
know your equipment inside and out.

A Thorough Equipment Inspection:
Uses certified inspection checklists

May increase your equipment’s resale value

Reduces equipment downtime

Provides a 12-month warranty on dealer installed parts

Protects your investment

To learn more, visit your New Holland dealer and schedule an equipment inspection today!

©2022 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. New Holland is a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates.
CNH Industrial Genuine Parts is a trademark in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates. Any trademarks referred to herein, in association with goods
and/or services of companies other than CNH Industrial America LLC., are the property of those respective companies.

INGREDIENTS
Meat filling:

½ lb. sausage
½ lb. ground beef
¾ cup chopped onion
½ clove garlic, minced
1 Tbsp. parsley flakes
½ tsp. leaf basil
½ tsp. leaf oregano
½ tsp. salt
Dash pepper
1 can (6 oz.) tomato paste

Cheese filling:

1 cup creamed cottage cheese
1 egg
¼ cup grated Parmesan cheese

Crust:

2 cans Pillsbury Refrigerated
Quick Crescent Dinner Rolls
2 slices (7" x 4") mozzarella cheese
1 Tbsp. milk
1 Tbsp. sesame seeds

Crafty Crescent Lasagna
DIRECTIONS

Meat filling: In large skillet, brown meat; drain. Add onion, garlic, parsley, seasonings,
and tomato paste. Simmer, uncovered, for 5 minutes. (Meat mixture may be made ahead
and refrigerated).
Cheese filling: Combine all ingredients.
Crust: Unroll crescent dough and separate into 8 rectangles. On ungreased cookie sheet,
place dough rectangles together overlapping edges (about a 15x13-inch rectangle). Press
edges and perforations to seal. Spread half of meat filling lengthwise down center half
of dough to within 1 inch of each 13-inch end. Top meat filling with cheese filling; spoon
remaining meat filling over top forming 3 layers. Place cheese slices over meat filling. Fold
13-inch ends of dough rectangle over filling 1 inch. Pull one side of dough rectangle over
filling, being careful to overlap edges only ¼ inch. Pinch overlapped edges to seal. Brush
with milk; sprinkle with sesame seed.
Bake at 375° F for 20 to 25 minutes, or until deep golden brown.
Tip: Lasagna may be prepared ahead of time, covered with plastic wrap and
refrigerated for 2 to 3 hours before baking. Increase baking time to 25 to 30 minutes.

INGREDIENTS

Easy Peach Cobbler
DIRECTIONS: Preheat oven 350°F. Melt butter in a 9”x 9” pan.
Mix together everything except the peaches. Pour batter into
the butter. Pour peaches with juice into batter without mixing.
Bake 35-45 minutes.

15 oz. can of peaches
1 cup flour
1 cup sugar
1 cup milk
2 tsp. baking powder
½ cup butter
Pinch of salt

Recipes courtesy of JoAnn Wilcox, Shelbina, Missouri.

Have a tasty recipe?

| Send us your recipe and tell us why it’s a family favorite. Recipes
that are published will win a cookbook! Visit bit.ly/nhpubs-recipes or scan the QR code to share your
recipe, or send it to Acres, 500 Diller Ave., New Holland, PA 17557
newholland.com
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Meet

Farmer John
‘Social media is our
chance to tell our story.’
Meet John Kowalchuk, a self-described “regular farmer from Central Alberta.” He is
among a growing contingent of producers who’ve become ag influencers, promoting
a knowledge-based understanding of agriculture.
Over the past decade, the affable Kowalchuk has amassed more than 10,500
followers on Twitter sharing the day-to-day reality of being a farmer. That legion
shot up in the dead of the 2022 winter, when Kowalchuk — who has an encyclopedic
memory for puns — started introducing humor in his posts.
The way he saw it, a weighty, dreary mood had consumed social media — and,
in fact, all of society. Kowalchuk had a hunch that people needed some joy in their
lives, so he lightened up his content.

For example:

🌾 @kowalkchukfarms1

John  

A friend tried to cheer me up the other day. He said things
could always be worse, you could be stuck in a deep hole
full of water…I know he means well.

🌾 @kowalkchukfarms1

John  

I’m sharing the benefits of eating dried grapes with my
friends…it’s all about raisin awareness.

🌾 @kowalkchukfarms1

John  

I’m thinking about starting my own professional hide and
seek team…but good players are hard to find.

It turns out his hunch about humor
was right. Kowalchuk’s Twitter
followers climbed upwards, as did his
popularity and recognition.
“I make so many friendships
through Twitter,” he says. “It’s a good
relationship-building platform. Most of
my followers are other farmers, but I also
connect with people trying to learn what
farming’s all about. Social media is our
chance to tell our story. It’s important
for farmers to step up.”
Kowalchuk also believes in social
media’s value for building communities.
He’s usually by himself on the farm,
and he finds social media — despite
its aggravations with trolls and
activists — helps alleviate isolation.
It also helps “humanize” people you
might otherwise never get to meet — like
Ukrainians suffering through the
Russian invasion — and understand
their plight firsthand. That trait has a
special meaning for Kowalchuk, given
his Ukrainian heritage.
“The show of concern for what’s
happened in Ukraine,” he says, “is social
media at its best.”

FOLLOW JOHN:
@kowalkchukfarms1
johnkowalchuk.blogspot.com
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Amplifying the voice of agriculture
The last 20 years or so has seen many advancements in
agriculture. We’ve had GPS guidance and auto- steer become
mainstream and also seen huge steps forward in crop breeding
and varieties. The equipment we are using is getting larger and
more advanced. But with these advancements we’ve also had
more and more concerns coming from consumers.
They’ve started to question more about how their food is
produced and what we do as farmers before it reaches their
plates. Most consumers have become so removed from the
farming industry that they no longer have the same trust in
farmers and what we produce. In the past farmers just grew
or raised the product and consumers bought it, but now with
this ever-growing separation they crave to learn more about
the story behind their food.
So, unless you live under a rock, you will also know that the
last few years we’ve seen massive growth in social media. The
fact is billions of people are on it daily in one form or another.
We use it to learn about happenings around the world or just
to have a laugh.
During this time many in agriculture have seen huge increases
in followers and interaction. Once again consumers are wanting
to learn more about where their food is coming from and want
to hear the story behind it. YouTube videos from farmers now
see upwards of a million views and have many non-farmer
followers. I’ve seen farmers on Instagram and TikTok with
50,000 followers who regularly post what is going on around
their farm and receive numerous comments from consumers
around the world.
In my opinion these farmers have become our frontline.
They are the ones doing the majority of the heavy lifting when
it comes to growing or maintaining the respect and trust of
the everyday consumer. They put in countless hours above
the regular farming day. We may not all see it, but they are
promoting our industry and helping all of us.
This diverse group of men and women are sharing on all forms
of social and mainstream media. Here are just a few of them:
The YouTube sheep farmer who has millions of views and
displays every day the caring and vulnerability of livestock

An excerpt from the
blog of John Kowalchuk

producers. This only goes to show that farming isn’t a factory
but a personal connection between a farmer and their animals.
Even though many of us don’t raise sheep I see her changing
the public perception of our whole industry in a positive way.
Or the Instagram sisters who share photos of themselves and
their farm as well as including information about farming and
its struggles. They are able to reach a whole new demographic
with their love of fashion and honestly may be the only farmers
many of these people will ever really interact with. They do a
great job of messaging and broadening the view of what being
a farmer means.
And the YouTube grain farmers. They can have a post go
viral overnight with millions of people from around the world
watching and asking questions. They make videos in times
when many of us farmers are so busy we won’t even return a
text. Yet they continue to share in the good and the bad times.
Obviously, they love what they do — the farming and also telling
the story. They often do it with a bit of flare, but that’s what
makes people tune in and continue to view their videos. They
are entertainers telling our story and enhancing the view of
our industry in a positive way.
When I watch the work this group of women and men are
doing, I only see good things coming from it for all of us. Our
industry needs to tell its story and share the good, the bad and
even the ugly of what it’s like to be a farmer. It takes effort and
these individuals are doing it day in and day out. Being genuine,
putting themselves out there and telling OUR story.
So, the next time you see a farmer post something that
promotes and represents our industry in a good, positive way
or has some success doing it, take the time to acknowledge
them. These times ahead will take all of us working together.
And remember...the world is watching.

John

[ Kowalchuk Farms ]
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Welcome to Your
Kind of Country.
The New Holland Country Store is the place
to shop for your favorite New Holland-branded
merchandise. Everything from great-looking caps,
jackets and tees, to popular toys and
seasonal home décor items.

Scan this QR code
now and see
what’s in store.

Shop for all things New Holland
at newhollandcountry.com.
It’s your kind of country.
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